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Layouts in Brief 
The Multi Gauge  
 Or as most of you will know it the “test track”.  

Although it is a small layout with not much scenics on it,  it certainly 
draws crowds when it runs as it consists of multiple gauges starting from 
OO right down to T.  
This layout may be small but it certainly draws crowds on club night and 
open days alike especially when all 4 running lines are going it is 
mesmerizing to watch and has often kept members of the public truly 
entertained.  

 

Clubroom 

Nothing Much to report this month other than both Brian 

Derbyshire’s layouts have gone into storage to make way for 
Robert Mackley’s layout “Oxenhope”.  

 
 

On Shed 
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From the Editor 
By Oliver (Ollie) Harrison 

 

Hello all and welcome to issue 4 of “On Shed”. 
 
At the time of writing this we have been enjoying some 
great weather, turning the clubroom into a miniature 

Furness which has made it hard to operate some layouts 
or even work. 
 
However despite the heat members have been getting 
stuck in, the clubroom has been a hive of activity as 
members crack on with their layouts. 
 
Which brings me to my next point 26th August is our 
open day, please bear this in mind as it would be great 
for the public (and members) if we could run as many 
layouts as possible 

 
 
Finally the next issue will be published 30th August if you 

wish to submit something see me in the clubroom with it 
or Email me at: ollieharrison6619@aol.com by 25th 

August.  

 

mailto:ollieharrison6619@aol.com
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From the Archive 
Before and after showing the area around Aireworth 
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Junior News 
John Stokes 

 

My apologies to Kallum Waite for spelling his name wrong and hope he 
continues to be his bright and bubbly self. 
 
Nicolas and William have started to take the junior layout in bits, so that 
they can put ideas of their own on it, a good place to start was taking out 
the old track bed and turning into a canal. 
 
Alistair is continuing with building his 3mm scale 9f chassis kit that he 
has started back in April. Now that he as marked out and cut his copper 
clad keeper plate he then bolted it in place, he then made his pickups by 
cutting some small 'L' shaped phosphorus bronze brackets, soldering on 
more lengths of phosphorus bronze strips to the 'L' shaped brackets he 
then soldered both pieces to the copper clad, testing them using a multi 
meter to make sure that the phosphorus bronze strip was not touching 
the inside of the wheel, and ran on the rim only to make sure there was 
no shorting out with the side frames. With no shorts he then put it on the 
track to test that the pickups, picked up the electric and the motor was 
turning, putting on the connecting rods he then put it back on the track. 
Putting it back on the track he tested it in running mode to see if it would 
run round, and the connecting rods did not cause a short out through the 
wheels. He says he is not looking forwards to doing valve gear so more 
soldering practise is needed, he folded up the frames that would hold his 
valve gear in place and proceeded to solder them in place. For his age of 
14 he has done extremely well so far, but now he needs to concentrate on 
his making of small parts and soldering them in place before he tackles 
the valve gear. 
 
The watchword is:  Precise (take your time) do not rush. 
 
(Photos of Alistair at work and work done) 
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Layout Spotlight on… 
 

Thornworth Bridge 

Thornworth Bridge is a purely fictitious station, set somewhere 
in West Yorkshire. Originally built by the L&Y, it became part of 

the LMS in the grouping of 1923, before nationalisation in 1948. 

It is a twin-track through station, with a single-track branch line 
also terminating there. This branch line serves (off-scene) a 

further station and a small dairy, allowing some interesting 
stock movements. Due to this, the station benefits from a 

turntable & small loco servicing area towards the rear. To the 
front of the layout there is a small goods shed, and an example 

of the coal drops which are very common in this area. 

The scenic part of the layout is 2000 x 450mm (around 79 x 18 
inches), with returns at either end & a rear 8-road fiddle yard. It 

is DCC controlled, and is the first and so far only DCC layout in 
the club. Track work is Peco code 55, with points controlled by 

the 'MegaPoints' servo system. Baseboards are constructed from 
birch plywood, and the layout is designed to be very quick & 

easy to take down and put up. 

The rolling stock is mainly Graham Farish and Dapol, and 
covers the period from nationalisation to the early 1960's. 

The layout is currently in its early stages with all the track laid 

& tested, but no scenic work has yet been completed. Buildings 
on the layout will be mainly scratch built, along with one or two 

kits. 
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The Swiss Alps by Rail 

By Peter Normally 

 

My holiday journey started at KEIGHLEY Station on the local 

train to LEEDS, a pleasant little run taking in some beautiful 

countryside before we hit the outskirts of Leeds,  at Leeds 

station I had a dash across to another platform where my next 

train a Virgin East Coast awaited me. 

 

I thought my holiday had really begun on this plush Virgin East 

Coast main line train on my way to London, all was going well 

with the scenery whizzing past until we stopped at 

PETERBROUGH station this was my first delay and shortly after 

that in the middle of nowhere we had to stop again, finally we 

got into KINGSCROSS station just 45 minutes late it is a good 

job I was not catching a connecting train I probably would have 

missed it. 

 

For that night I had booked myself into the Country Hotel which 

was only a short walk from the station. Having a goodnights rest 

and then an early hearty breakfast I made my way to St, 

PANCRASS station and checked in with my tour guide, we went 

through customs and boarded the Eurostar which departed on 

time 11.00am and was soon speeding through the country side 

bound for the Chanel Tunnel and to PARIS GARE du NORD 

where we had to change stations. We all boarded the awaiting 

coach which took us through PARIS and what an experience it 

was, arriving at GARE de LYON station and what a terminal that 

was, we boarded the TGV (which is the forerunner of the Euro 

Star) the time was 16.17pm and we was soon speeding across 

the country to BASEL arriving there at 19.26pm. 
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Just across the road from the station was the hotel we were 

booked into for the night. The next morning we were free to do 

our own thing and seeing that it was a nice day I took a walk 

around BASEL, making my way back to the station for our 

14.59pm departure to BERN, arriving at BERN 15.56pm we 

changed trains for a local one that would take us to 

KANDERSTEG set in the Swiss Alps and a week of good walking. 

I was with a good crowd of people and the week just was not 

long enough, before it was time to head back home. 

 

After our early morning breakfast we set of from KANDERSTEG 

at 9.13am, to arrive at BERN 10.20am we then departed for 

LAUSANNE at 10.34am, arriving at LAUSANNE 11.40, we had to 

change back on to the TGV departing for PARIS 12.23pm, 

arriving at PARIS GARE de LYON station at 15.33pm, once again 

we had to go back by coach heading for GARE du NORD station 

and for the Eurostar back to the Chanel Tunnel and LONDON 

St, PANCRASS station arriving at 20.39pm without any delays, 

we had travelled all day and I was so tired that I booked a room 

for the night at a hotel. 

 

The next day I caught the train back to LEEDS, I then in no time 

at all I was back in KEIGHLEY, my holiday was all over but for 

the photos and the memories.  
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Question Time 

 

1.What is the name of the rail tour running from Fort William to 

Mallaig? 

 

2.Can you guess the Number? 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Answers from June 

1. What is the unofficial name given to the KWVR’s S160? 

Big Jim 

2. What class of diesel is known as the Teddy Bear? 

The Class 14 

3. Name the 2 modern rail franchise’s with the names of 

previous companies  

GWR & LNER 

4. What is the difference between a West Country & Battle of 

Britain class locomotive?  

Trick question other than the names nothing at all 
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Notable Dates 
 

The events listed below were correct at the time of publishing; any detail amendments will be 
published next issue or passed on by their respective organiser 

 
 

2mm Group Meeting 
Saturday 11th August 2018 

The 2mm group will be meeting in the AVRMC clubroom to work on their layout 
 
 
 

Summer Open Day 
Sunday 26th August, 10am to 4pm 

at the Clubroom, Melbourne House, Dalton Lane, Keighley  
 

Members are asked to come along and operate layouts to support and promote the club, as we 
will once again be open to the public  

 
 

Shipley Model Railway Society 2018 Exhibition 
Saturday 15th and Sunday 16th September 2018 

Baildon Recreation Centre, Shipley 
Members will be asked once again to help support Shipley club by taking part in their show 

 
 

Video Nights 

On the following Wednesday nights we will be hosting “video nights” at the clubroom  
                   
 

1st August                          15th August                         29th August 

 

Like what you’ve just read and heard? 

Then why not come and join us at: 
 
 

Aire Valley Railway Modellers Club (AVRMC) 
Melbourne House Dalton Lane, Keighley BD21 4JH 

 
 

Monday evenings 7.00pm to 11.00pm 

 
Tuesday evenings 7.00pm to 11.00pm 

 
Thursday evenings 7.00pm to 11.00pm 

 
Saturday afternoon 1.00pm to 5.00pm 

 
 
 


